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A fundamental principle of democratic societies is all human beings are created equal.

As human rights are concerned, there should be no distinction between females and males.

Holding a job of one’s choice in accordance with one’s ability and desire is a basic human right! Science is no exception.
You have come a long way, baby!

In human history, in most societies, females were dominated by the physically more powerful males. Only in the last two centuries, under the earlier great sacrifices and strives of woman right pioneers, women can start to enjoy some equal right. But because of the persistent old human values and social infrastructures, females are still not really enjoying true equality!
To correct the inequality:

Education of new human values and moral conceptions will have to be implemented.

New social infrastructures will have to be build: nurseries for babies, nursery schools, kinder gardens

Sharing of household duties by spouses, or household partners
In science and physics, even with the earlier adverse conditions for females, there have been many great woman scientists.

Madam Curie is the first human being to receive two Nobel Prizes, one in physics and one in chemistry, for her pioneer work on natural radioactivity. She even educated her daughter to become a Nobel winner who was recognized for work on artificial radioactivity.

Scientific studies show there is no difference in the intelligence of females and males.
AAPPS is committed to promote the equal right of woman scientists.

Woman working group is the first working group created in AAPPS.

AAPPS wishes every success of the group in promoting equal rights of woman physicists and scientists through education of new human values and building of new infrastructures in our societies.
Congratulations and Good Lucks!